Breeze Publishes Daily Paper; Scores Hit With College First

Plans For New Madison Cafeteria Will Be Complete In Near Future

Final plans are being completed for a new cafeteria to be located in the south side theatre. Construction will begin in May, and the cafeteria is expected to be completed in time for the 1957-58 session.

The cafeteria itself will be placed behind Bluestone Dining Hall in the present kitchen facilities. Due to increased enrollment anticipated, this new installation will accommodate seven thousand meals daily.

Standards have announced that the new rules governing use of the cafeteria will be strictly enforced. Violators of the rules will be removed from the cafeteria. Those who are absent from classes tomorrow, Tuesday, April 2, provided.

President Miller, Miss Rainie, and the faculty have expressed their pleasure only the proposed addition. Fifty more faculty members are planning to be crowded in their rooms. Re-

A new rule, stating that students will be required to remain up and make noise one hour prior to the start of the dance, has been enacted.

By a new rule, waltzing is once again allowed in the roads, provided that it is done in alphabetical order. All dance tickets will be sold in alphabetical order, left to right: Kirkpatrick, Lovig, Moss, Name, and Oakey.

Jackson Alleviates Crowded Problems

Problems next year will not have to be crowded in their rooms. Re-locating is to begin on the tunnel between Harrison and Jackson Halls. Completed, there will be ten rooms, one space for fifty girls.

Water standing in the tunnel during rains will be utilized for the dining hall. Girls fortunate enough to live in these new rooms will be allowed to remain up and make noise until one a.m. in order to snuff the noise caused by clanging hot pipes. Other advantages of living in this section are being near the P.O. and letter-ta can be mailed after ten-thirty.

Students living in these rooms will not be bothered by students short-cutting through the tunnel because it will be closed down to the girls between Harrison and Jackson.

Faculty Provides Drive-In Theatre For Campus

On the south side of campus there is being constructed for the benefit of the student body, a campus drive-in. This was thought so make it good—whether they have another drive-in on the north side of campus depends on the use of the south side theatre—to make it good!

STUDENT'S CONDUCT MERITS A HOLIDAY

By Nancy Gardner

Students will be pleased to know that walking in the roads will be permitted if students conform to alphabetical walking procedures. More students will be pleased to know that walking in the roads will be permitted if students conform to alphabetical walking procedures.

Students will be pleased to know that walking in the roads will be permitted if students conform to alphabetical walking procedures. More students will be pleased to know that walking in the roads will be permitted if students conform to alphabetical walking procedures.

Nothing But The Facts

Policy Inaugurates Advertising Change

April 1 Begins Daily Editions

By Nancy Gardner

Due to the accuracy and lengthy details included in this issue, The Breeze finds that it is necessary to print a new story repeating the facts...
APRIL
FOOL!
Faculty Song Sketch Tops Hit Parade As Campus Favorite

By special request, we are printing the student body in Sophomore Class Fresco. "Faculty Song" introduced to the
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Parade As Campus Favorite
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